Recollection rejection allows people to avoid accepting related lures presented on recognition tests by recollecting their instantiating study items. Two predictions made by fuzzy trace theorists were tested. First, recollection rejection should likely occur when verbatim traces are available for retrieval. Second, related lures that closely approximate the gist of their instantiating study items should be more likely to evoke recollection rejection than related lures that do not provide such a match. In support of the first condition, estimates of recollection rejection were lower when participants studied items under divided as opposed to full attention. In support of the second prediction, estimates of recollection rejection were greater when participants were presented with antonyms as related lures, as opposed to rhymes. The present results contribute to the cued recall and recognition literatures by demonstrating that recollection rejection is moderated by similar factors as is cued recall.
Historically, psychologists have investigated memory errors to explore the processes and representational characteristics of memory (see, e.g., Bartlett, 1932; Bransford & Franks, 1972; Deese, 1959; Underwood, Kapelak, & Malimi, 1976; Underwood & Zimmerman, 1973) . In recent years, interest has focused on understanding the processes by which false recognition occurs and the processes by which it is avoided (see, e.g., Brainerd, Reyna, & Mojardin, 1999; Gallo, Roberts, & Seamon, 1997; Hicks & Marsh, 1999; Israel & Schacter, 1997; Jacoby, 1991; 1996; McDermott & Roediger, 1998; Neuschatz, Payne, Lampinen, & Toglia, 2001; Roediger & McDermott, 1995; Schacter, Israel, & Racine, 1999) . In the present research, we examine recollection rejection or recall to reject, 1 an editing process that allows people to avoid falsely accepting related lures presented on recognition memory tests by recalling the lures' instantiating study items (Brainerd, Reyna, Wright, & Mojardin, 2003; Gallo, 2004; Hintzman, Curran, & Oppy, 1992; Lampinen, Odegard, & Neuschatz, 2004; Rotello & Heit, 1999; Rotello, Macmillan, & Van Tassel, 2000; Tulving, 1983) . For example, in past research, we presented participants with study items such as towtruck and tightrope, and later presented them with related lures such as towrope (Lampinen et al., 2004) . Evidence from thought listing and confidence measures suggested that participants were often able to avoid falsely accepting these related lures, because they recalled the presentation of the corresponding studied item (e.g., I know this word was not presented, because I saw towtruck, not towrope).
Several researchers have provided evidence for the role of recollection in the rejection of related lures and have appealed to several theoretical perspectives when explaining their data (see, e.g., Gallo, 2004; Hintzman et al., 1992) . In this article, we address predictions about the occurrence of recollection rejection stipulated within fuzzy trace theory. Specifically, we address (1) the need for verbatim memory traces to be encoded for study items and (2) the characteristics of related lures needed to cue the recall of their corresponding studied items, allowing for the occurrence of recollection rejection.
According to fuzzy trace theorists, two independent memory traces, gist and verbatim, are encoded for every memorial event. A gist memory trace is a fuzzy representation of an event's underlying meaning and structural form. A verbatim memory trace is an exact representation of an event's surface level features. In regard to recognition memory, gist memory traces support similarity judgments for targets and related lures, and verbatim memory traces support recollection of targets and recollection rejection of related lures. Recollection rejection of a related lure is based on a nonidentity judgment that occurs when (1) a related lure evokes the retrieval of its corresponding studied item's verbatim memory trace, (2) the test item is compared to the memory trace, (3) a mismatch is observed, and (4) the test item is rejected. Brainerd et al. (2003) argued that recollection rejection of related lures is most likely to occur when (1) participants have good memories for the surface level features of studied items (i.e., verbatim memory traces) and (2) re-lated lures serve as good cues for their corresponding studied items' verbatim memory traces. To the extent that recollection rejection is based on cued recall, Brainerd et al.'s findings about these processes are analogous to the interaction that occurs between the study and test environments to facilitate cued recall (see, e.g., Fisher & Craik, 1977; Tulving, 1974 Tulving, , 1983 , and to the availability/ accessibility distinction made by Tulving and Pearlstone (1966) . Availability refers to the existence of a memorial representation for a previously experienced event. Accessibility refers to the ability of a person to gain access to a stored memory trace. In the first experiment, we divided our participants' attention at study in an attempt to limit their ability to store memory traces for studied items, limiting the number of verbatim memory traces that were accessible to them. In Experiments 2A and 2B, we manipulated the quality of the retrieval cue provided by related lures presented at test. We hypothesized that this manipulation should influence the ability of individuals to gain access to previously stored verbatim memory traces.
A person might think that cues that match the surface forms of the presented items would provide the best retrieval cues for verbatim traces. Indeed, in some of their writing, Brainerd and Reyna (see, e.g., Brainerd et al., 1999; Brainerd, Reyna, & Kneer, 1995) have emphasized the role of surface level information shared between studied items and their corresponding related lures in facilitating recollection rejection. However, another line of research has stressed the importance of conceptual overlap shared between studied items and their corresponding related lures in facilitating recollection rejection (see Brainerd et al., 2003 , for a review). Indeed, evidence indicates that overlapping meaning representations provide strong cues for the retrieval of surface level representations (Johnson-Laird, 1987) . For example, the fish attacked the swimmer is better recalled when shark as opposed to fish is presented as a cue (Anderson & Ortony, 1975) . Because of the meaning of fish in the context of the sentence, shark captures the meaning or gist of the sentence better than fish. As a result, shark provides an excellent retrieval cue for the exact sentence that was previously presented. This is just one example of the gist cuing of a verbatim memory trace.
To address the accessibility of verbatim memory traces and the ability of related lures to serve as cues for accessing verbatim memory traces, we manipulated the level of attention with which participants viewed the study list in Experiment 1 and the relationship shared between study items and their corresponding related lures in Experiments 2A and 2B. Manipulating the level of attention with which participants studied a list of words should influence their ability to engage recollection rejection. In comparison with participants who study items under full attention, participants who study items under divided attention should have decreased rates of recollection rejection. In Experiments 2A and 2B, we manipulated the relationship shared between related lures and their corresponding studied items. This was done in an attempt to understand the characteristics that related lures need to have in order to give rise to the recall of their instantiating studied items and recollection rejection. At the time of test, half of the participants were presented with related lures that rhymed with their corresponding studied items, and the other half were presented with related lures that meant the opposite of their corresponding studied items. This manipulation seemed particularly relevant to the investigation of recollection rejection, because related lures serve as extra study-list cues for the recall of their corresponding study items. There is a whole class of variables that moderate the ability of extralist cues to evoke the recall of studied items (see Nelson, 1989 , for a review). Meaning-based associates are among these variables. Therefore, the manipulation introduced in Experiments 2A and 2B should moderate the occurrence of recollection rejection.
EXPERIMENT 1
In this experiment, we divided participants' attention at study in an attempt to decrease their ability to recollect what was presented to them at study (see, e.g., Debner & Jacoby, 1994; Gardiner & Parkin, 1990; Jacoby, 1996; Jacoby, Toth, & Yonelinas, 1993) . Decreasing participants' abilities to recollect what was presented at study should influence their ability to utilize related lures as cues for their instantiating studied items, allowing for recollection rejection to occur. In the context of fuzzy trace theory, differential rates of recollection rejection should be observed between the full and divided attention conditions, because participants who study items under full attention should be better able to encode verbatim memory traces for studied items than participants who study items under divided attention. Brainerd et al. (1999) theorized that manipulations such as dividing attention at encoding should have relatively little influence on the rate at which gist memory traces are encoded. Indeed, Wallace, Malone, and Spoo (2000; see also, Wallace, Stewart, Shaffer, & Wilson, 1998) found the gist of an item to be processed preattentively. Therefore, dividing attention at encoding should differentially affect the encoding of gist and verbatim memory traces.
To obtain estimates of recollection rejection, we utilized conjoint recognition (see Brainerd et al., 1999) . Like the process dissociation model (Jacoby, 1991 (Jacoby, , 1996 , conjoint recognition is an opposition procedure that allows for the computation of theoretically implied memory processes. In conjoint recognition, a participant studies a single study list and later completes a recognition memory test containing three kinds of items (i.e., targets, related lures, and unrelated lures) when given one of three instruction sets (i.e., target, related, target ϩ related). Target instructions request that participants accept only targets, test items that were presented at study. Related instructions request that participants accept only related lures, test items that were not presented at study but that are related to items that were presented at study. Target ϩ related instructions request that participants accept both targets and related lures. Under all three instruction sets, participants are asked to reject unrelated lures.
A full treatment of the conjoint recognition model is provided by Brainerd et al. (1999) . Because this article deals with recollection rejection, we describe how participants respond to related lures under the three different instruction sets. The acceptance of related lures under the three different instruction sets can be summarized in the following equations, where p r,T is the probability of accepting a related lure given target instructions, p r,R is the probability of accepting a related lure given related instructions, and p r,TϩR is the probability of accepting a related lure given target ϩ related instructions.
Note that in Equation 1, recollection rejection (R r ) results in the rejection of the related lure, but in Equations 2 and 3, this same process results in the acceptance of the related lure. Similarity judgments (i.e., S r ) result in the acceptance of related lures under all three instruction sets. Opposition of this nature can be utilized to provide estimates for the occurrence of recollection rejection.
Crossing the three instruction sets with the three recognition item types produces an observed outcome space to which the 7-parameter conjoint recognition multinomial model can be fit using standard maximum-likelihood techniques (Brainerd et al., 1999; Riefer & Batchelder, 1988) . The 7-parameter conjoint recognition model is designed to provide estimates of four memory processes and estimates of response bias under each of the three instruction sets. For targets, the model provides estimates of recollection-(i.e., verbatim) and similarity-(i.e., gist) based acceptances. For related lures, the model provides estimates of recollection-based rejections and similarity-based acceptances. Fitting the model in this fashion also allows for a goodness-of-fit estimator to be calculated testing the null hypothesis that the observed data fit the model. This is done by comparing the fit of a constrained 7-parameter model to that of a larger, unconstrained 9-parameter model. The goodness-of-fit estimator is asymptotically distributed as chi square, and the difference between the number of parameters being estimated in the constrained and unconstrained models provides the degrees of freedom needed for the log-likelihood ratio statistic (Riefer & Batchelder, 1988) .
Method
Design and Participants. Ninety college undergraduates participated in this study as partial fulfillment of a research requirement. The experiment conformed to a 2 (attention: full, divided) ϫ 3 (instruction: target, related, target ϩ related) factorial design. Half of the participants studied words under full attention, and the other half of the participants studied words under divided attention. In addition, participants completed the recognition memory test under one of three instructional sets.
Materials. A list of 60 familiar words and their antonyms were used as study and test materials. At study, participants viewed 40 words. All participants completed a 60-item recognition memory test composed of 20 targets, 20 related lures, and 20 unrelated lures. Related lures were antonyms of words that were presented at study, and unrelated lures were not related to any of the words that were presented at study. The same 60 items were always presented at test. Materials were counterbalanced such that each word appeared equally often as a target, a related lure, and an unrelated lure.
Procedure. At study, participants viewed 40 words presented on a computer monitor at a rate of 1 word every 3 sec. The attention of the participants in the divided attention condition was divided at study by a number-monitoring task (Craik, 1982; Jacoby, 1991) . For this task, participants monitored a list of numbers presented over a pair of headphones and indicated by pressing the space bar when they heard three odd numbers presented in a row. Digits were presented at 1-sec intervals. Participants were explicitly instructed that tracking the numbers and attending to the study words were of equal importance. They were also informed that the computer was recording their performance on the number-monitoring task and that they would need to remember the words presented on the computer monitor in order to complete a memory test, which reiterated the importance of attending to both the words and the numbers.
Immediately following the presentation of the study words, participants were instructed on how to complete the recognition memory test. Participants received one of three types of instructions: accept targets, accept related lures, accept targets and related lures. The experimenter read the instructions aloud while participants followed along. Each of the three instructions began with the following information.
You saw a list of vocabulary words. Now, I'm going to give you a test to see what you can remember from the words that you saw. The test will proceed as follows. You will now see another list of vocabulary words. Some of the words will be old words that you saw earlier. The rest will be new words that you did not see earlier. Some of the new words will be completely unrelated to words that were presented earlier. But, other new words will be antonyms of the words that were displayed to you on the computer monitor. An antonym is a word that means the opposite of another word. For example, suppose you saw the word big earlier and you saw the word little on the test. little and big are antonyms. They mean the opposite. Likewise, suppose you saw the word stand and you saw the word sit on the test. stand and sit are antonyms. They mean the opposite.
You are now going to see the test list of vocabulary words. As you see each word, you should respond by pressing the keys on the keyboard labeled "yes" or "no."
After this introductory description, the actual instructions for how participants should complete the recognition memory test were provided. For the target instructions, participants were asked in the following manner to accept only targets.
Press "yes" whenever you see an old word that was presented earlier. Press "no" whenever you see a new word that was not presented earlier.
Please do not guess. Only press "yes" when you remember having seen a word. Be very careful not to press "yes" when you see new words that are antonyms of words that you did see earlier.
For the related instructions, participants were asked in the following manner to accept only related lures.
Press "yes" whenever you see an antonym of an old word that was presented earlier. Press "no" whenever you see an old word that was presented earlier, and press "no" whenever you see a new word that is not an antonym of an old word. So, press "yes" whenever you see an antonym of an old word, but press "no" for all other words. Please do not guess. Only press "yes" when a word is an antonym of a word that you saw earlier.
For the target ϩ related instructions, participants were asked to accept targets and related lures.
Press "yes" whenever you see an old word that was presented earlier. Also, press "yes" whenever you see a new word that is an antonym of an old word. Press "no" for all other new words that are not antonyms of old words. So, press "yes" whenever you see an old word, press "yes" whenever you see an antonym of an old word, and press "no" for all other words. Please do not guess. Only press "yes" when a word is one you remember having seen earlier or when it is an antonym of a word presented earlier.
After the experimenter answered any questions asked by participants, participants were required to complete a practice test to demonstrate their comprehension of the instructions. For the practice test, participants were asked to suppose that on the study vocabulary list they had seen the words soldier, pig, stand, cop, new. They were then asked to indicate how they would respond to soldier, robber, pop, new, band if they were on a test. Participants had to pass this test before they were allowed to begin the recognition test. Participants then completed a 60-item recognition memory test. Each recognition test item was presented in the center of the computer screen. Participants responded "yes" or "no" by pressing corresponding keys on a keyboard. Responding to a test item caused the next test item to be presented.
Results and Discussion
The rates of responding "yes" to the different types of recognition items under the three different instruction sets are presented in Table 1 , with standard deviations provided in parentheses. In addition, these data were fit to the 7-parameter conjoint recognition model. This was achieved by calculating the frequency at which all of the participants accepted the different item types under the three different instruction sets and fitting these values to the model using Hu's (1995) General Processing Tree program. A significance level of p Ͻ .05 was used for all analyses reported below, which corresponds to critical chi-square values of 3.84 for all analyses with 1 df and 5.99 for all analyses with 2 df. The parameter estimates obtained from fitting these data are presented in Table 2 , with standard deviations provided in parentheses. As is apparent from the chi-square values provided in Table 2 , the model provided excellent fits of both data sets.
Of the memory estimates provided by the model, we were most interested in recollection and recollection rejection. We expected to replicate the typical finding that dividing attention at study decreases participants' ability to recollect the past. In addition, we hypothesized that if recollection rejection is indeed dependent on the accessibility of verbatim traces, then dividing attention at study should reduce the ability of participants to engage recollection at the time of test to oppose the false acceptance of related lures. Dividing attention at study significantly decreased the parameter estimate of recollection of targets [χ 2 (1) ϭ 10.72]. Furthermore, dividing attention at study significantly decreased the parameter estimate of recollection rejection [χ 2 (1) ϭ 6.47]. Dividing attention did not significantly decrease parameter estimates of similarity for related lures [χ 2 (1) ϭ .01]. Participants did accept more targets based on similarity judgments when attention was not divided at study, but this difference failed to reach statistical significance [χ 2 (1) ϭ 2.09]. Dividing attention decreased the ability of participants to engage recollection while leaving unaffected the ability of participants to engage similarity. This was true both for the recollection-based acceptance of targets as well as the recollection-based rejection of related lures.
EXPERIMENTS 2A AND 2B
When discussing the prediction that recollection rejection should occur when related lures match the gist of studied items, a distinction needs to be made between the characteristics of a related lure and the characteristics of the information retrieved. As the early fish/shark example shows, a gist-based retrieval cue may cue the recall of a verbatim memory trace for exactly what was presented earlier. In Experiments 2A and 2B, we manipulated the type of relationship shared between related lures and their corresponding studied items.
In both experiments, half of the participants were presented with antonyms as related lures, and the remaining participants were presented with rhymes as related lures. In his direct comparison experiment, Tulving (1983) provided evidence that strong associates (e.g., antonyms) provided better retrieval cues, resulting in higher rates of recollection rejection, than did rhymes. Other research from the cued recall literature would suggest that meaningbased relationships make relatively better recall cues than perceptually based recall cues (Fisher & Craik, 1977; Nelson, Walling, & McEvoy, 1979) . Given this past research, we too expected antonyms to provide better cues, resulting in greater levels of recollection rejection than with rhymes.
In Experiment 2A, the conjoint recognition model was again used to provide parameter estimates of recollection rejection. In Experiment 2B, a thought-listing paradigm was used, in which participants wrote an explanation for why they accepted or rejected each of the recognition test items. If recollection rejection results from the retrieval of a verbatim memory trace, participants should be able to report this occurrence. When participants reported rejecting a related lure because they recalled the presentation of its antonym or rhyme at study, the related lure was considered to have been rejected based on recollection rejection. A stringent criterion was used when identifying recollection rejection in this manner. Participants had to recall and report the exact item that was presented when rejecting a related lure (e.g., it was not dog, it was cat). In this manner, we obtained self-report-based estimates for the occurrence of recollection rejection. These data were used to provide converging evidence for the general pattern of findings in Experiment 2A. These data also provided a description of the phenomenology that accompanies the rejection of some recognition test items.
Method
Design and Participants. One hundred eight college undergraduates participated in Experiment 2A as partial fulfillment of a research requirement. The experiment conformed to a 2 (relation: antonym, rhyme) ϫ 3 (instruction: target, related, target ϩ related) factorial design. The relationship shared between studied items and their corresponding related lures was manipulated between participants. Participants were presented with either antonyms or rhymes as related lures at test. In addition, participants completed a recognition memory test under one of three conjoint recognition instructional sets.
Thirty-six participants participated in Experiment 2B. In this experiment, participants were always presented with target instructions. As in Experiment 2A, the relationship of the related lure to its instantiating study item was manipulated between participants. In addition, participants in this experiment were required to provide explanations for why they accepted or rejected each of the recognition test items after first providing "yes/no" responses to all of the test items.
Materials. A list of 45 familiar words and their antonyms and rhymes was used as study and test material. At study, 30 words were presented. All participants completed a 45-item recognition memory test composed of 15 targets, 15 related lures, and 15 unrelated lures. Fewer items were included in the study and test phases of this experiment because of constraints on the rhyming associates.
Rhyming associates were obtained by having 75 individuals report the first rhyming word that came to mind when they were presented with the 120 words that were used to construct the materials for the first experiment. In a pair of antonyms, a word was selected to be the critical item in the pair when it had the stronger of the two rhyming associates. By critical item, we mean that this was the item that would be included on the recognition test as a target, a related lure, or an unrelated lure. There were two exceptions to this general rule. In two cases, the largest rhyming associate was semantically related to the word ( flood, mud and night, light) . In these cases, the other word in an antonym pair (i.e., drought, day) was used as the target word and was presented at test.
Procedure. The procedure for this experiment was almost identical to that of the full attention condition of the first experiment, with one exception. Participants listened to a list of words that were presented over a pair of headphones. This change was made to help ensure that participants were exposed to the phonology of the studied items. As in the first experiment, words were presented at a rate of approximately one word every 3 sec. In addition, each recognition item was played over a pair of headphones, and participants responded "yes" on "no" before advancing to the next item. For Experiment 2A, the conjoint recognition instructions were modified for the change in modality, and an additional set of instructions was constructed for the rhyme condition. All participants in the rhyme condition were first presented with and read a general description.
You heard a list of vocabulary words earlier. Now, I'm going to give you a test to see what you can remember from the words that you heard. The test will proceed as follows. You will now hear another list of vocabulary words. Some of the words will be old words that you heard earlier. The rest will be new words that you did not hear earlier. Some of the new words will be completely unrelated to words that you heard. But, other new words will be rhymes of the words that you heard. A rhyming word sounds similar to another word. For example, suppose you heard the word big earlier and you hear the word pig on the test list. pig and big are rhymes. They sound similar. Likewise, suppose you heard the word stand earlier and you hear the word band on the test list. stand and band are rhymes. They sound similar. You are now Those participants receiving target instructions were then asked to accept only targets.
Press "yes" whenever you hear an old word that was played over the headphones earlier. Press "no" whenever you hear a new word that was not presented earlier. Please do not guess. Only press "yes" when you remember having heard a word before. Be very careful not to press "yes" when you hear new words that are rhymes of words that you heard earlier.
Those participants receiving related instructions were then asked to accept only related lures.
Press "yes" whenever you hear a rhyme of an old word that was played over the headphones earlier. Press "no" whenever you hear an old word that was presented earlier, and press "no" whenever you hear a new word that is not a rhyme of an old word. So, press "yes" whenever you hear a rhyme of an old word, but press "no" for all other words. Please do not guess. Only press "yes" when a word rhymes with a word that you heard earlier.
Those participants receiving target ϩ related instructions were then asked to accept only targets and related lures.
Press "yes" whenever you hear an old word that was played over the headphones earlier. Also, press "yes" whenever you hear a new word that is a rhyme of an old word. Press "no" for all other new words that are not rhymes of old words. So, press "yes" whenever you hear an old word, press "yes" whenever you hear a rhyme of an old word, and press "no" for all other words. Please do not guess. Only press "yes" when a word is one you remember having heard earlier or when it rhymes with a word that you heard earlier.
Participants in Experiment 2B were provided with target instructions. After completing the recognition memory test, these participants were asked to provide a written explanation for why they accepted or rejected each of the items.
Results: Experiment 2A
Rates of accepting the recognition test items under the three different instruction sets are presented in Table 1 . As before, data obtained in this experiment were fit to the 7-parameter conjoint recognition model, and parameter estimates are provided in Table 2 . As is apparent from the chi-square values in Table 2 , the model provided excellent fits of both data sets.
Again we were most interested in the recollection parameters of the model, predicting that our participants' abilities to recollect targets would be identical between the rhyme and antonym conditions. As can be seen in Table 2 , this was indeed the case [χ 2 (1) ϭ 0.27]. The prediction that participants presented with antonyms as related lures would be better able to engage recollection rejection than participants presented with rhymes as related lures was confirmed as well [χ 2 (1) ϭ 4.5]. 2 There were no significant differences in the rate at which participants accepted related lures based on similarity judgments between the two conditions [χ 2 (1) ϭ .01]. Participants in the rhyme condition accepted more targets based on similarity than participants in the antonym condition, but this difference failed to reach statistical significance [χ 2 (1) ϭ 3.25].
Results: Experiment 2B
Behavioral data obtained in this experiment are reported in Table 1 . The data of interest to our present discussion are the self-reported reasons why participants accepted or rejected the test items. Two individuals coded the explanations given by participants for why they rejected a test item for instances of various memorial processes. Recollection rejection was among these rejection processes. For a test item to have been given a rating of recollection rejection, a participant had to report rejecting an item because he/she recalled the presentation of another item. When this occurred, raters coded for whether or not the recalled word was actually presented at study. As a result, participants could report the phenomenology of recollection rejection for targets, related lures, and unrelated lures. But only when participants were presented with a related lure could the recalled word actually have been presented at study. On average, participants reported the phenomenology of recollection rejection less than .02 of the times for targets and unrelated lures.
To determine whether participants varied in their rates of self-reported recollection rejection when presented with antonyms as opposed to rhymes as related lures, we conducted an independent samples t test on the proportion of related lures rejected using recollection rejection in the two conditions. Participants reported using recollection rejection significantly more often when presented with related lures that were antonyms (M ϭ .16, SD ϭ .18) as opposed to rhymes (M ϭ .05, SD ϭ .06) [t(34) ϭ 2.43]. Qualitatively, these data replicate the data obtained in Experiment 2A.
Participants' explanations for rejecting test items were also coded for rejection processes other than recollection rejection. Specifically, responses were coded for instances of nonspecific recollection rejection, distinctiveness rejection, and familiarity-based rejection. Nonspecific recollection rejection corresponded to a participant reportedly rejecting a test item based on the memory of a word that was presented at study, but failing to report exactly which word was presented at study. Distinctiveness rejections are instances of participants rejecting an item because, they said, if it had been presented, they would have remembered it having been presented. This classification was based on the distinctiveness heuristic outlined by Schacter and his colleagues (Israel & Schacter, 1997; Schacter et al., 1999) . Familiarity-based rejections correspond to participants reportedly rejecting an item because it seemed unfamiliar. Of these processes, participants self-reported rejecting test items based on familiarity, but did not self-report using the other processes. Moreover, participants self-reported familiarity-based rejections more often for rhyming lures (M ϭ .66, SD ϭ .21) than for antonym lures (M ϭ .46, SD ϭ .25) [t(34) ϭ 2.59].
Discussion
We observed that antonyms evoked greater rates of recollection rejection than rhymes in both Experiments 2A and 2B. Conjoint recognition provided estimates of recollection rejection based on the rate at which participants rejected related lures under the target instructions and accepted these items under the related and target ϩ related instructions. When given related instructions, participants were better able to accept related lures that were antonyms of studied items than related lures that were rhymes of studied items. Participants' increased ability to control behavioral responding when presented with antonyms, which was observed using conjoint recognition, was linked with the phenomenology of recollection. When asked to explain why they had rejected related lures, participants reported doing so because they recalled the instantiating study item more often when presented with antonyms than when presented with rhymes.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
There is growing interest in identifying mechanisms that allow individuals to successfully edit their recognition memory performance. The research presented in this article was intended to investigate two factors that have been suggested to facilitate the occurrence of one such editing process, recollection rejection. In the context of fuzzy trace theory, recollection occurs when participants have access to verbatim memory traces that represent the surface level features of studied items. The accessibility of verbatim memory traces should influence the ability of participants to recollect actually studied items and to use this information when accepting these items and when rejecting related items. In accordance with this hypothesis, we observed that dividing attention at study decreases estimates of both recollection of targets and recollection rejection of related lures provided by conjoint recognition.
Past researchers have observed that dividing attention at study decreases estimates of recollection of targets (see, e.g., Debner & Jacoby, 1994; Gardiner & Parkin, 1990; Jacoby, 1996; Jacoby et al., 1993) . These data replicate and extend these previous findings to the domain of recollection rejection and semantically related distractors. Dividing attention decreased estimates of recollection for targets, but it also decreased estimates of recollection rejection of related lures. Decreasing the accessibility of verbatim traces to participants limited participants' ability to retrieve an item's verbatim memory trace when they were presented with the item as a cue (i.e., target) and its antonym as a cue (i.e., related lure). Both recollection and recollection rejection responded in predictable ways when attention was divided at encoding.
Our predictions about the effect of dividing attention at study were based on precepts of fuzzy trace theory. However, other theoretical perspectives make similar predictions. For example, Hintzman et al. (1992) appealed to MINERVA2 when accounting for the role of recall in the rejection of related lures. Dividing attention at study should decrease the overall memory strength of traces stored in long-term memory and the ability of participants to recall these traces when cued with their corresponding related lures. Jones and Jacoby (2001) made similar predictions about the effects of dividing attention on recollection rejection by appealing to Jacoby's (1991) recollection-familiarity distinction. They too predicted that dividing attention at study would decrease recollection and recollection rejection.
In addition, Jones and Jacoby (2001) suggested that the characteristics of the related lures should influence rates of recollection rejection. The related lures used in their research shared considerable perceptual overlap with their corresponding study items but minimal conceptual overlap with their corresponding items. Jones and Jacoby hypothesized that increasing the conceptual overlap shared between a related lure and its instantiating study item would facilitate the ability of the lure to serve as an effective retrieval cue. In support of this prediction, we were able to manipulate characteristics of the related lures themselves and moderate estimates of recollection rejection while leaving estimates of recollection unaffected. To do so, we manipulated the type of gist similarity shared between a study item and its corresponding related lure. We observed that related lures that shared a meaning-based association with their corresponding studied items were rejected based on recollection more often than were related lures that shared a perceptually based association with their corresponding studied items. Parameter estimates of recollection rejection provided by conjoint recognition were greater in the antonym condition than in the rhyme condition. Participants also self-reported exactly which word was presented at study more often when rejecting antonyms as opposed to rhymes, providing converging evidence for the role of gist in cuing verbatim memory traces.
Furthermore, the data obtained in the present experiments converge with past findings from the cued recall literature. Variables such as category set size, association strength, and the type of retrieval cue (e.g., category name, meaningful associate, rhyme) influence the ability of extralist words to cue the recall of studied items. Related lures are in essence extralist cues, and the findings in our research would suggest that recollection rejection (i.e., recall to reject) is moderated by similar factors. One set of factors that was not manipulated in Experiments 2A and 2B that potentially could have increased the rate of recollection rejection for related lures was the characteristics of the studied items processed at encoding. Past research has demonstrated that transfer-appropriate processing facilitates recall. If we had provided orienting tasks focusing participants on how the studied items sound, it might have increased estimates of recollection rejection for rhyming lures. However, Fisher and Craik (1977) concluded, based on their research, that matching the characteristics of information attended to at study and the characteristics of cues presented at test has relatively weak facilitating effects when rhymes are used as cues.
When seen from other theoretical perspectives, such as MINERVA2, antonyms may have allowed for greater rates of recollection because of the density of the search space. Each word has a considerable number of rhymes but only a limited number of antonyms. Restricting the search space in this manner should facilitate the recall process and recollection rejection (see also Norman & O'Reilly, 2003) . In the context of fuzzy trace theory, reducing the overall category size should make it easier for participants to identify a contrast between retrieved traces and the test item.
One might wonder whether participants engaged in recollection rejection because the conjoint recognition instructions requested them to do so. (The instructions used in these experiments explicitly informed participants of the relationships shared between related lures and their corresponding studied items.) However, the present data do not seem to warrant this conclusion. The instructions informed participants of the relationships shared between related lures in both the rhyme and the antonym conditions. However, participants rarely engaged in recollection rejection when presented with rhyming lures. This was the case even though the rhymes were normalized to ensure that related lures were the strongest rhyming associates of the targets. Moreover, we have observed recollection rejection even when participants were not provided with such detailed information about the study and test contexts (Lampinen et al., 2004; however, see Gallo, 2004) .
It should also be pointed out that the recognition data provided in Table 1 do not provide direct evidence that the independent variables introduced in these three experiments had an impact on recollection rejection. Strictly speaking, the recognition data do not suggest that participants necessarily relied on their ability to recall an instantiating studied item when making a recognition judgment, but it should be pointed out that old/new recognition data can never conclusively demonstrate that participants rely on recall. As a result, like others, we began employing alternate routes to tap recollection rejection. What the present data demonstrate is that people can access additional information at a conscious level of awareness when presented with certain types of related lures, and that this information can be employed to enhance their recognition performance. Moreover, we strongly believe it is important to know that recollection rejection can be tapped, and what conditions facilitate its occurrence.
Across these experiments, the accessibility of verbatim memory influenced estimates of recollection and recollection rejection. We also observed that the quality of the related lure to serve as a retrieval cue for its instantiating item moderated recollection rejection. This article began with an appeal to the past and the historical use of memory errors. Collectively, the extant research has allowed psychologists to understand how recognition and recall function. Moreover, recall is known to play a role in recognition memory performance. In line with past research that has investigated recollection rejection/recall to reject, the research presented here highlights the role that cued recall can play in facilitating accurate memory performance.
In line with fuzzy trace theory, we have posited that meaning matters in recognition memory. As with the results obtained by Mandler (1980) , our data point to the role of meaning in recollection or retrieval-based processes. Of course, from a fuzzy trace theory perspective, gist cues the retrieval of an independent, bound verbatim memory trace representing the surface features of the previous study item. Future research could address whether or not other representational characteristics of the study and test materials used in these experiments could also account for these results. In particular, future researchers might attempt to identify whether associations and category size, which influence cued recall, also influence the occurrence of recollection rejection.
To conclude, the ability to control the level of consciousness with which a person completes a recognition memory test (e.g., a multiple choice test or a photo lineup) has important implications for educational and forensic settings. An eyewitness who is able to describe, in detail, the culprit who actually committed a crime when faced with a lineup of innocent people, is extremely helpful. A person merely stating that none of the people in the lineup look familiar has the same immediate outcome-an innocent person is not unduly incriminated-but the more detailed information provided through recollection rejection is more likely to push the case forward. A student who explicitly states the truthful counterpart of a false statement on a true/false question has an additional learning experience. Moreover, doing so may "inoculate" the student against the contaminating effects of the inaccurate information contained in such educational situations. Even if employing different forms of related lures would unfortunately not influence the overall recognition data (i.e., false alarm rates), there are real life applications that would benefit by inducing recollection rejection.
NOTES
1. Recollection rejection and recall to reject are two terms in the literature that have been introduced to describe the ability to reject related lures based on the recollection/recall of their instantiating studied items. In the context of this article, we adopt the term recollection rejection. We do so because we address fundamental predictions drawn from fuzzy trace theory that apply to this process. However, the recall to reject literature bears directly on the research that we conducted, and therefore, we cite this literature often.
2. Careful investigation of the acceptance rates provided in Table 1 make it quite obvious that recollection rejection is being mediated by the ability of a related lure to cue the recall of its instantiating studied item when participants are given related instructions. This is in contrast to the rate at which these items are accepted under T and TϩR instructions. As such, in Experiment 2A, what the recollection rejection parameter is measuring is the increased ability of antonyms to cue the recall of their instantiating studied items in comparison to rhymes. This result has been found in cued recall paradigms. What the present results do is extend these previous cued recall results into the domain of how recall is utilized in recognition memory, allowing participants to reject related lures. Although we have known what makes a good recall cue, a systematic application of this literature to that of recollection rejection/recall to reject has yet to be done.
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